
 

 

 

STAFFORDSHIRE PARKING BOARD 

Appendix 1 

 

Prioritisation of parking related Traffic Regulation Orders 

 

Report for the consideration of parking related Traffic Regulation Order requests within 

the Cannock Chase District 

 

 

Station Road / McGhie Street. (Photos available) 

Problem: Parking on or near junction. 

This is a very similar problem to the nearby Springfield Rise, it seems some of the 

residents / visitors from Station Road are parking on McGhie Street as Station Road is 

particularly congested due to the lack of off street parking. More recently a new 

development of flats / apartments have been built on the junction however private 

parking at the rear is available for these residents. 

During various site visits in the day there seems not to be any major issues, however the 

problem may worsen during the evening and weekend. Further evidence and discussion is 

required. 

 

Brunswick Road (Photos Available) 

Problem: Hospital users / town centre staff parking on Brunswick road avoiding parking 

charges on the adjacent car parks. 

We have carried out works to formalise the parking near to the hospital within the last 2 

years, the works included adjusting kerb lines, and formalising bays along route to "tidy 

up" the disabled parking. The Traffic order was not adjusted for Brunswick Road; 

however we did introduce new restrictions in the adjacent Chenet Way. 

During various site visits it seems vehicles are parking outside private properties leading 

up to Hamelin Street, Hanover Place and Georgian Place. 

We have on previous occasions provided some residents with "Access protection 

markings" to prevent vehicles parking over accesses and this seems to be working on the 

majority of occasions. 

An alternative solution would be to extend the Brunswick Road restriction further up 

Brunswick Road to cover these properties; however this may effect their own parking 

requirements and possibly push vehicles into Hamelin and other near by cul-de-sacs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

New requests 

Orbital Way/Voyager Drive, Cannock 

Problem:  HGV's parking near to the access of Aggreko causing visibility issues for staff 

trying to enter and leave the premises. 

Comments:  On the few occasions that this site has been visited by an officer there were 

no signs of large vehicles parking near to or across the access to Aggreko.  

However there are a number of office and large factory units that require access to this 

road.  With Hickling Road having been prioritised to be investigated next year 

(2011/2012) perhaps the area as a whole needs to be looked at to remove potentially 

dangerous obstructions from a road that is frequently used by larger vehicle types. 

 


